1. Introduction
===============

More than half a century ago, when cellular samples were prepared for and examined by electron microscopy (EM), a new door opened for cell biologist to the uncharted universe of cellular ultrastructure [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]. With a resolution more than a hundred times higher than traditional light microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was crucial in building up the body of knowledge on cell architecture that is nowadays commonplace in biology textbooks.

Cells have a complex and dynamic three-dimensional organization. At any particular moment, this organization is connected to the cell function and its state. Thousands of macromolecular machines carry out a multitude of processes in a regulated fashion, often in specialized organelles whose structures have evolved to serve specific purposes. When analyzing this level of complexity, conventional TEM faces a fundamental limitation: the microscope produces essentially two-dimensional (2D) images of intrinsically three-dimensional (3D) objects.

In the past, this obstacle was surmounted by examining serial sections, a method already initiated in the early days of TEM [@bib4], [@bib5]. However, the resolution in the third dimension is restricted to twice the thickness of the sections (i.e. twice the sampling size), and therefore to approximately 30 nm. Another approach was stereo-pair imaging [@bib6], [@bib7], which gives a 3D-like impression of the object. Although useful in some instances, the 3D information contained in stereo-pair images is rather limited.

Over the past fifteen years, electron tomography (ET) has emerged as a powerful new tool to overcome the 2D limitation. ET yields 3D structures by computationally combining a large number of 2D images of the object. The resolution is in the nanometer range and, therefore, in principle lower than in other 3D-EM techniques (e.g. electron crystallography, single-particle methods). However, the primary advantage of ET is that averaging is not a pre-requisite and thus unique (pleomorphic) structures such as organelles and cells can be unraveled. Hence, electron tomography enables an exploration of the 3D cellular world with unprecedented detail. This greatly enriches our insight not only into cellular architecture but also into the macromolecular machinery of the cell, which can now be revealed *in situ*.

On account of its unique potential, ET has become a rapidly growing field, with an exponential progression of publications. Although several modes of EM tomography are available, here we concentrate on TEM-ET, which is the most widely applied to life science. This review provides a general introduction to the theory and practice of ET, with special attention to those aspects that are important to understand its limitations and possibilities. The scope of ET is then extensively explored through several examples of recent applications. At the end, an outlook is presented, together with an overview that brings ET into context with other 3D imaging techniques.

2. Basic theory and practice of ET
==================================

Electron micrographs can be considered as 2D projections of the imaged specimen. The superposition of features along the electron beam direction results in images that can be ambiguous and deceptive ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). In ET, the third dimension is retrieved using the same mathematical principles [@bib8] that underlie other 3D imaging techniques such as X-ray computerized tomography (CAT-scan) or positron emission tomography (PET). The common central idea is the collection of a series of 2D projection images from different orientations, which are later combined to yield a 3D reconstruction of the specimen.Fig. 1(A) An individual TEM image of a specimen is insufficient to unravel its 3D structure. For example, in the 0° projection image of this specimen, the small tubule and the small vesicle have similar profiles and it is not possible to ascertain whether the four individual objects are separated in the third dimension. These ambiguities can be resolved by collecting images of the specimen from different directions, which is the basic principle of ET. (B) During ET data collection, the specimen is projected at different tilt angles into a series of 2D images (continuous arrows). The back-projection algorithm essentially reverses this process in the computer. Each recorded image is smeared out along the projection direction (discontinuous arrows), and their added contribution yields a 3D representation of the specimen: the tomogram.

Although the possibility of obtaining 3D maps from EM projections was acknowledged since the late 1960s [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11] and used thereafter in other branches of 3D-EM, the technical implementation of ET faced serious challenges at the time. It was not until the 1980s and 1990s that a series of crucial developments made ET feasible in practice. Computer-controlled microscopes and digital recording media became commercially available. This allowed the development of automated electron microscopy [@bib12], which drastically reduced the time and effort required for tomography data collection. Numerous advances in instrumentation, computation and software ensued, together with improvements in sample preparation. Altogether, these developments have transformed ET into a powerful and accessible methodology.

During ET data collection, the specimen holder is gradually tilted inside the microscope around an axis perpendicular to the electron beam, and images are acquired at different angles ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Nowadays, several academic software packages for automated data collection are available (e.g. SerialEM [@bib13], TOM Toolbox [@bib14], UCSF tomography [@bib15]), as well as commercial solutions provided by electron microscope and digital camera manufacturers. These packages control the camera, the tilt of the specimen stage and modify the optics of the microscope to compensate for the movements of the specimen induced by mechanical inaccuracies. Afterwards, the final data set (often referred to as single axis tilt series or, simply, tilt series) must nevertheless be finely aligned within a common frame of reference in which the direction of the tilt axis needs to be accurately determined. Often, gold beads are added to the sample to serve as internal reference points for this alignment step. A 3D reconstruction, or tomogram, is then computed from the data set, usually by weighted back-projection [@bib16] ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The alignment and reconstruction steps can be carried out with multiple programs, including commercial and academic software [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib17].

The 3D structure of the specimen is then analyzed with different tools. The first step is usually the visualization of successive slices through the tomogram. Conceptually, this is equivalent to the analysis of serial sections. However, these "virtual sections" produced *in silico* are much thinner (typically 2--10 nm) than those sectioned by mechanical means and can be generated in every possible direction. Frequently, graphic models are created to aid in the visualization and analysis. Different structures are segmented into independent objects that are shown in colored surface renderings that highlight particular details. Specific regions of the tomogram (subtomograms) can also be manually or automatically sought for, independently analyzed and even averaged.

When looking at electron tomography data, it is important to be aware of several factors that condition the quality and nature of the retrieved 3D information. The geometry of data collection, for example, has a major influence in the final tomogram but other essential considerations include the structural preservation of the object and the imaging requirements. These important aspects are discussed in detail in the next sections.

2.1. Geometry of data collection
--------------------------------

The particular type of angular sampling in a tilt series (i.e. around one axis) is responsible for a prominent feature of the electron tomograms: their anisotropic resolution. The resolution is best in the direction of the tilt axis (*x*), and worse in the other two orthogonal directions (*y* and *z*). Additional effects arise from the fact that, the maximum tilt angle in ET is typically limited to ∼±65--70°. The most fundamental reason for this is the flat extended geometry typical of biological samples (e.g. a cell section) which makes the effective specimen thickness increase above permissible values at high-tilt angles. Therefore, high-tilt projection images are missing, which leads to the problem commonly referred to as the 'missing wedge'. The name originates from the wedged shape of a region without information that becomes apparent when the problem is examined in Fourier space. In the tomogram, the 'missing wedge' results in a deterioration of the resolution in *z*, the direction along the specimen 'depth' (i.e. parallel to the optical axis) [@bib16], [@bib18]. Features appear elongated in this direction and thus, for example, a spherical object will appear ellipsoidal in the reconstruction.

The undesired effects of the missing wedge inspired the development of dual-axis tilt tomography [@bib19], [@bib20], in which a second tilt series is collected around an axis perpendicular to the first. Although the anisotropy is not eliminated, this data acquisition scheme reduces the 'missing wedge' to a 'missing pyramid' and improves the overall quality of the reconstruction.

Resolution is not an unambiguous measure in ET. Crowther\'s equation is often used as a reference: *d*  =  *πD*/*N*, where *d* is resolution, *D* the diameter of the object and *N* the number of projections [@bib21], [@bib22]. Nevertheless, this expression is only valid for spherical or cylindrical objects and a complete angular coverage that, as mentioned above, is not attained in practice. Specific mathematic formulations for missing information as well as for other sample and tilting geometries have been derived [@bib16], [@bib18]. Nonetheless, Crowther\'s equation, in which *D* is often substituted by the sample thickness, remains being used as a rough guide to the resolution limits of a particular experiment. This equation conveys in a simple way two important notions. First, the influence of the specimen thickness on the attainable resolution: for the same number of projections, thinner objects are better resolved. Second, it highlights the rather intuitive idea that resolution can be improved by a larger number of projections (i.e. smaller angular increments). In practice, however, there are limitations that cannot be overcome by collecting more projection images. Note that the considerations so far only describe the influence of angular sampling on the attainable resolution leaving out other factors such as the amount and nature of the recorded signal, or the structural preservation of the specimen. In this regard, the sample preparation method is a major determinant and deserves specific attention.

2.2. Sample preparation
-----------------------

Studying biological samples by TEM raises specific challenges due to the particular environment inside the electron microscope and the imaging requirements. For example, water is the major component of biological material, and yet liquid samples do not tolerate the vacuum conditions inside the microscope column. The low intrinsic contrast of biological material and its sensitivity to the highly ionizing electron beam create additional difficulties. Also, the fact that sufficient electrons have to penetrate the sample to produce an image restricts the maximum sample thickness to values that, even for high voltage electron microscopes, are well below the thickness of most eukaryotic cells. Over the last decades, a large variety of preparative techniques have been devised to address these problems. These methods can be roughly divided into two categories and reflect opposite ways to deal with aqueous samples: in one, the water is removed and in the other, it is vitrified into solid amorphous water.

Classical methods follow the first path. For samples such as macromolecular complexes or viruses, water can be rapidly removed by blotting and drying (e.g. negative staining [@bib23]). Larger specimens, such as whole cells or tissue, need to be fixed first in order to endure the dehydration process. After fixation (conventionally by chemical fixation with cross-linkers) and dehydration, samples are infiltrated with a plastic resin that, once polymerized, hardens the sample allowing sectioning with an ultramicrotome into slices thin enough for EM (∼50--500 nm). All these methods make use of heavy metals that stain the sample to increase its contrast. Details into the multiple protocols available abound and can be found in, for example, [@bib24].

Although conventional approaches have proven their usefulness over the years, removal of a key substance like water does raise concerns. This led in the 1980s to the development of an alternative method which has come to be known as cryo-electron microscopy [@bib25], [@bib26]. In cryo-EM, the specimen is maintained in its hydrated native state by vitrifying the water into an amorphous (glass-like) solid. The samples have to be kept below the devitrification temperature of water (∼−135 °C) throughout all handling steps, including TEM imaging. For sample preparation, high cooling rates are necessary to prevent the formation of ice crystals that would damage the biological structures. Plunging into a liquid cryogen (e.g. liquid ethane) provides cooling rates that are sufficient to vitrify water to a depth of about ∼1 μm [@bib26]. Complete vitrification of thicker samples usually requires additional measures. The most widely used method is high-pressure freezing (HPF) [@bib27]: after a few milliseconds during which pressure is raised to ∼2000 bar, rapid cooling proceeds. In this manner, samples up to ∼100--300 μm thick can be vitrified [@bib28], [@bib29]. Subsequently, vitreous sections (∼25--100 nm thick) have to be cut with a cryo-ultramicrotome [@bib30], [@bib31]. Sectioning vitrified samples is a very demanding process and not exempt of artifacts [@bib32], such as compression and crevasses that become particularly severe in sections thicker than ∼100 nm. Recently, focused-ion beam (FIB) milling has shown to be an effective alternative in thinning cryo-samples [@bib33]. The method consists in using a focused beam of ions (usually Ga^2+^) to erode the sample until it reaches the desired thickness. The bulk of the material is lost in the process; however, the result is a thin slab of sample without sectioning artifacts. FIB milling could thus replace cryo-sectioning in those cases where sacrificing most of the material does not prevent the study of the target structures.

Cryo-immobilization has also benefitted plastic section methods. HPF, which immobilizes all cellular components in milliseconds, is rapidly replacing chemical fixation for samples within its applicable size range. After HPF, the water is slowly dissolved at low temperatures (∼−90 °C) by an organic solvent containing fixatives and stains, a process known as freeze substitution (FS) [@bib34], [@bib35]. The temperature is gradually increased and the sample embedded in a plastic resin. The final outcome of HPF--FS is a block of material that can be further processed by conventional methods and where an improved ultrastructural preservation is often apparent.

2.3. Two flavors of ET {#sec1}
----------------------

The two main different approaches to sample preparation have led to two different types of ET. The choice between the two highly depends on the scientific question to be answered, since both have their own advantages and drawbacks.

At first sight, cryo-methods appear to be the best alternative because of their superior sample preservation. This being undoubtedly true, other factors might need to be pondered. A fundamental problem of cryo-ET is radiation damage since the samples are rapidly destroyed by the electron beam. Depending on the specimen and the target resolution, the permissible incident electron dose for imaging is restricted to ∼2500--15,000 electrons/nm^2^. The low dose and the reduced contrast of unstained biological samples result in images and, henceforth, tomograms with a very poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that are rarely straightforward to analyze before applying denoising algorithms [@bib36], [@bib37]. Radiation damage limits the available information per volume element of the specimen, and thus poses a physical limit to the resolution that cryo-ET can directly attain, which has been estimated to be at around 2 nm [@bib38]. It should be noted, though, that high-resolution features are preserved in the sample. Therefore, when multiple identical copies of a structure are present in the cryotomogram(s), averaging techniques should in principle allow surpassing this limit.

At present the resolution of cryotomograms remains in the ∼5--10 nm range (∼3--5 nm when averaging is applied), due to several practical factors discussed in detail elsewhere [@bib39]. Here, we would like to focus on dose fractionation and specimen thickness. In cryo-ET the limited permissible dose should be fractioned over as many images as possible. Nevertheless, fractionation reaches a limit when the counting statistics in the individual images is so poor that the alignments would become inaccurate. This also hampers dual-axis cryo-ET, as a second tilt series would imply an additional fractionation of the dose by a factor of two. The problem becomes more important for thicker samples where the transmitted signal becomes even weaker. As the sample thickness increases so does the probability of multiple scattering (electrons that interact more than once with the sample) and inelastic scattering (electrons that lose energy in the interaction), which reduce the image quality [@bib39]. Inelastically scattered electrons can be removed by an energy filter but, eventually, the remaining fraction of electrons is so small that the images become too noisy. As practical compromises, a rougher angular sampling and/or lower magnification can be used but, in any case, the outcome will be cryotomograms with lower resolution.

For room temperature approaches, the situation is completely different due to the increased beam resistance of the samples. Actually, the sections are pre-irradiated before data collection with doses as high as 10^7^  electrons/nm^2^. Pre-irradiation is used to stabilize the sample by going beyond an initial phase in which the plastic shrinks quite rapidly under the electron beam [@bib40]. Although the dose is not a major resolution limit for plastic sections, other factors need to be considered. The presence of artifacts induced during the sample preparation cannot be discarded and should be critically evaluated in the analysis of the tomograms. The aforementioned shrinkage, which thins plastic sections by up to ∼40% [@bib40], represents an extra distortion that cannot be ignored. A third an even more fundamental problem is the fact that the visualized material is the stain and not the original biological constituents. Therefore, the real limit is not the nominal achievable resolution, but the nature and faithfulness of the retrieved information. Overall, electron tomography of stained samples has shown to provide useful information in the 3--7 nm resolution range.

The difference between the two types of ET is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} . Both images are tomographic slices where coronavirions can be observed in a cryo-preparation of isolated virus particles ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) and in a stained section of an infected cell ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). The contrast and SNR are higher in the section but, in the cryotomogram, the virion constituents (lipid membrane, proteins and RNA) and directly visualized. Thus, the cryotomogram allows a more reliable interpretation in terms of macromolecular organization of the particle [@bib41]. Tomograms of stained sections, on the other hand, are very useful to ascertain general structural features and reveal topological changes associated with the virus life cycle [@bib42]. The range of application for both approaches is explored in detail through several examples in the next two sections.Fig. 2Coronavirus particles shown by different preparative methods: (A) cryo-ET of plunge-frozen mouse hepatitis virus particles. (B) ET on a plastic section of SARS-coronavirus-infected cells showing newly synthesized virus particles. Both are digital slices (approximately 9 nm thick) through the respective tomograms. The different methods were selected to address different questions: cryo-ET was applied to gain insight into the macromolecular architecture of the mature virion [@bib41], whereas plastic sections were used to analyze membrane modifications in the cell associated with virus replication [@bib42]. Scale bars, 100 nm. Adapted from [@bib41], [@bib42], with permission.

3. ET of stained specimens
==========================

The majority of the applications to stained specimens have focused on the 3D analysis of cellular ultrastructure in plastic sections. The strength of the approach lies in revealing functional--morphological relationships and, generally, much less focus is set in the interpretation of macromolecular details. Notable exceptions exist, such as some studies on filamentous protein structures like muscle fibers [@bib43], vilin-crosslinked actin filaments [@bib44] or negatively stained actin branches [@bib45]. These examples, in which averaging and integration of high-resolution information were realized, show the potential of the technique to provide, in optimal circumstances, detailed structural insight at the macromolecular level.

In contrast with vitreous samples, plastic-embedded material can be easily cut into semi-thick sections (∼100--400 nm). This is sometimes enough to encompass complete subcellular structures or significant parts of them. Their 3D morphology, unraveled by ET, has often substantially altered previous structure/function models. One paradigmatic example is the tomographic study of the mitochondria in the 1990s [@bib46]. The 3D reconstructions revealed a cristae organization that considerably diverged from the one depicted in the textbooks and that had decisive functional consequences [@bib47]. Since those early days, a large variety of subcellular structures have been examined by ET (e.g. chloroplast [@bib48], multivesicular bodies [@bib49], melanosomes [@bib50], the Golgi apparatus [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53], [@bib54], and microtubule-related structures [@bib55], [@bib56], [@bib57], [@bib58], [@bib59], [@bib60], [@bib61]). This type of characterization is illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} . In this study, ET was used to analyze the structure of Weibel--Palade Bodies (WPBs), a specialized secretory organelle in endothelial cells that contains polymers of von Willebrand Factor (vWF). In response to vascular injury, vWF is released into the blood stream where it plays a key role in blood clotting. ET showed that each organelle stores vWF in bundles of individual twisting tubules that are regularly spaced ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These structural features provided functional insight into the possible mechanisms of vWF packaging and extrusion [@bib62].Fig. 3ET of Weibel--Palade Bodies (WPBs). WPBs are cigar-shaped organelles that store polymers of von Willebrand factor (vWF), a key protein for blood clotting. (A) Digital slice from a dual-axis tomogram of a transversely sectioned WPB. (B--D) Analysis of the vWF tubules (in red and blue isosurface renderings). Segmentation was performed automatically by using a cylinder as a template to extract tubular structures (B). ET revealed a coordinated twist of the vWF tubules (C). The presence of tubules that end abruptly (small arrows in (D)) discards the possibility of a single entwined tubular structure and demonstrates that WPBs contain bundles of individual vWF tubules. The large arrows in (D) point at kinks present in some tubules (in blue). Scale bars, 100 nm. Adapted from [@bib62], with permission.

The high contrast and SNR in this type of tomograms facilitate to a great extent their interpretation. This is particularly helpful to analyze complex samples with multiple cellular structures (e.g. [@bib52], [@bib61]). Whereas the projection TEM images might be difficult to interpret, the corresponding tomograms show to be very helpful in revealing the individual components as well as the contacts and connections among them. This information furthers our understanding of the interplay between different subcellular structures involved in many biological processes. An example is presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} . In this study [@bib42], ET was applied to investigate the cellular membrane modifications induced by SARS-coronavirus infection (SARS, severe acute respiratory syndrome), which are associated with the viral RNA replication and transcription. Conventional electron microscopy had described these structures as individual double-membrane vesicles. The tomograms showed that, far from being isolated structures, these vesicles are interconnected, and also linked to large assemblies of convoluted membranes and to the endoplasmic reticulum. The new picture that emerged from these results is that of a unique and elaborate reticulovesicular network of modified membranes, 'hijacked' from the endoplasmic reticulum to accommodate viral RNA synthesis [@bib42]. Essential topological features have been revealed in a similar way for other viral system (e.g. flock-house virus [@bib63], dengue virus [@bib64]), bringing ET to the front line of the ultrastructural study of virus life cycle.Fig. 4ET of the cellular membrane modifications induced by SARS-coronavirus infection. (A) Projection image of an area with modified membranes in a Vero E6 cell infected with SARS-coronavirus. Section thickness, 200 nm. (B) Digital slice through the reconstructed volume (C) Surface-rendered model of the double-membrane vesicle cluster (outer membrane, gold; inner membrane, violet) in which a structure of convoluted membranes (bronze) is embedded. The insets (I--III) show tomographic slices highlighting membrane connections between the structures (arrows) and attached ribosomes (arrowheads). Scale bars, 100 nm. Adapted from [@bib42].

An advantage of ET of plastic sections is that it can be used to map large regions at high magnification by sampling overlapping areas that are later combined in a tomogram montage. This would be vastly problematic in cryo-samples due to the destructive effect of the electron beam that extends beyond the imaged area. Additionally, the depth of the reconstructed volume can be further extended to several micrometers by applying ET to serial sections. This large-scale imaging can be instrumental in cases in which both detail and overview are necessary. An example is the study of the microtubule cytoskeleton in fission yeast ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib65]. The reconstruction of large cellular volumes was crucial to fully track the microtubules, whereas resolution was needed to reveal detailed structural features such as the architecture of the microtubule ends. The results provided insight not only into the microtubule cytoskeleton organization but also into its interactions with other organelles and led the authors to propose a model for microtubule bundles architecture and nucleation.Fig. 53D models showing selected cellular structures from an interphase fission yeast cell, completely reconstructed by ET. (A) Architecture of the microtubule (MT) bundles (light green). The cell contour delineated by the plasma membrane is shown in transparent dark green and the nuclear envelope in pink. The red arrowheads point at splaying MTs. (B) MT splaying was found to be almost invariably associated with the presence of mitochondria (in blue). MT-associated mitochondria were consistently more reticulated and larger than those unattached (scale bar, 1 μm). Adapted from [@bib65] with permission.

Several other studies in the last years have followed the direction of large-scale tomography. The Marsh group has been particularly active in this type of ET, by pioneering the reconstruction and quantitative analysis of whole mammalian cells [@bib66], [@bib67], [@bib68]. Here, it is important to point out the daunting complexity and amount of information that large tomogram montages contain. The information relevant to the question at hand needs to be extracted and, to that end, quantification tools and the use of 3D models that separately highlight specific cellular structures (e.g. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) become essential. Despite the numerous challenges that large-scale ET still poses, the constant advances in instrumentation, automation and computation are likely to extend this type of approach in the future.

4. Cryo-electron tomography
===========================

Cryo-ET has extended the 3D investigation of hydrated samples to a large variety of specimens. The technique is particularly suitable when the aim is to gain insight into the intact macromolecular components as they are preserved close to their native state.

The attainable resolution is inversely related to the thickness of the sample (Section [2.3](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, thin specimens (up to ∼50--200 nm) are especially favorable and provide the highest level of detail. Multiple biological structures falling into this size category have been analyzed by cryo-ET (e.g. macromolecular complexes like bacterial polysomes [@bib69] and small organelle-like structures such as carboxysomes [@bib70], [@bib71]). The study of viral structures, also in this size range, is one of the areas on which cryo-ET is having a particular impact. Traditionally, 3D-EM was reserved to highly regular viral elements (e.g. icosahedral capsids) for which single-particle averaging methods were applicable. However, a whole range of viruses, either pleomorphic in nature or with pleomorphic components, escaped this analysis. The study of herpes simplex virus by cryo-ET [@bib72] inaugurated a very active line of research which is providing new insight into viral structure. Examples illustrating this field include the reconstruction of vaccinia virus, human immunodeficiency virus, influenza virus and coronavirus particles [@bib41], [@bib73], [@bib74], [@bib75].

Isolated organelles and cellular structures have also been analyzed by cryo-ET (e.g. mitochondria [@bib76] and mitochondrial fragments [@bib77], clathrin coated vesicles [@bib78], triad junctions from skeletal muscle [@bib79], and retina rod outer segments [@bib80]). The study of nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) in intact nuclei is one remarkable example [@bib81], [@bib82], which illustrates the power of 3D-averaging ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ). It also shows the importance of taking into account the structural plasticity of the averaged motif. The NPC, which mediates the nucleocytoplasmic traffic of macromolecules, is intrinsically a very dynamic structure. Among the reconstructed NPCs, different degrees of in-plane rotation of the protomers were detected. When this structural variability was taken care of in the averaging strategy, the resolution improved significantly ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib82].Fig. 6Cryo-ET of transport-competent nuclei isolated from *Dictyostelium discoideum*. (A) Overview of a vitrified nucleus. (B) Three sequential slices of the tomographic reconstruction, corresponding to the area outlined by the frame marks in (A). Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) in different orientations are indicated by arrows. (C) Refined structure of the NPC. An initial reference was created by averaging 532 eightfold symmetrized NPC subtomograms. From this average, the asymmetric unit, consisting of one protomer flanked by two half protomers was extracted. This was used as a reference to map 4184 asymmetric units in NPC reconstructions. The NPC structure shown here is the result of the final 3D-averaging of these asymmetric units, rejoined in an ideal eightfold symmetry configuration. Left, stereoview of the isosurface-rendered NPC structure. Right, a cut-away view in which different regions have been segmented: nuclear membrane, blue; spoke and nuclear rings, shades of yellow; nuclear filaments and distal ring, semitransparent. Adapted from [@bib81], [@bib82], with permission.

The 3D analysis of plunge-frozen samples has been extended to whole cells. Size limitations restrict this type of studies basically to small prokaryotes [@bib83], [@bib84], [@bib85], [@bib86]. The advantage of this approach is the possibility of studying different substructures in their natural cellular context. In particularly thin specimens (or regions) even macromolecular machines such as ribosomes can be identified and analyzed [@bib87]. Another example in the limit of the technique is the cryo-ET of the eukaryote *Ostreococcus tauri* (500--800 nm thick) [@bib88]. In this thickness range the resolution gets substantially reduced but sufficient detail was attained to gain insight into the cellular ultrastructure and organelle organization in different cell cycle stages.

Although most eukaryotic cells are too thick to be transparent to the electron beam, some thin areas can still be explored by cryo-ET. This particularly applies to regions adjacent to the plasma membrane [@bib89] and to cytoskeletal appendages such as axonemes [@bib90]. The accessible region, usually small, is expanded in cells like neurons or fibroblasts [@bib91], [@bib92]. Fibroblasts, for instance, have sufficiently thin zones even at several micrometers from the cell edge, where structures such as mitochondria or rough endoplasmic reticulum can be studied. Reconstruction of microtubules observed *in situ* in this system had enough detail to show the underlying protofilament structure and to reveal the presence of internal particles ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib92], also apparent inside microtubules of neuronal cells [@bib91] and in other mammalian cells [@bib93]. The role of these particles remains to be elucidated but it is interesting to note that cryo-ET enabled their detection since these small luminal densities would be indistinguishable in the corresponding projection images.Fig. 7Cryo-ET tomography of microtubules in mouse embryonic fibroblasts. The cells are directly grown on the microscopy grid and, subsequently, plunge-frozen. The extensive thin areas typical of these cells are then explored at low magnification in search for the structure of interest, microtubules in this case. (A) An area from one of these log magnification overviews. The box indicates a region selected for tomography. (B) Digital slice from the tomogram encompassing the total cell thickness (200 nm). (C) Consecutive central tomographic slices (5 nm thick) from the microtubule end boxed in (B). The frayed morphology of this microtubule end becomes apparent in one of the slices (white circle). An actin filament that ends in close proximity can be observed in the last slices to the left of the microtubule. (D) Tomographic slice along the microtubule direction (120 nm thickness). The 13 protofilaments are indicated. (E) Tomographic 5 nm slice from the middle of a microtubule. The arrowheads here and in C point to densities that were regularly observed inside the microtubules (scale bars, 250 nm in (A) and (B); 50 nm in (C) and (E)). Adapted from [@bib92] with permission.

Cryo-ultramicrotomy has been instrumental to expand the scope of cryo-ET to a large variety of systems that otherwise would be beyond reach, such as most eukaryotic cells and even tissue. Examples of applications include the investigation of mitochondria, microtubules and the Golgi apparatus in mammalian cells [@bib93], [@bib94], [@bib95], [@bib96] as well as the study of bacterial chromatin organization [@bib97] and the outer membrane of mycobacteria [@bib98]. Since the technique produces essentially thin sections (25--100 nm), the total amount of reconstructed volume is relatively small, which might be a drawback for some specific questions. On the other hand, the thinness results in tomograms with an impressive level of detail. Thus, even in those cases when whole mount samples can be studied, cryo-sectioning might become the methodology of choice when the highest resolution is required for the specific question at hand [@bib99]. A striking recent application is presented in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} . The goal of this work was the elucidation of the cadherin-based architecture of desmosomes, a type of intercellular junction present in tissues such as skin and heart. The study included cryo-ET on cryo-sections, averaging and classification of subtomograms, and fitting of the X-ray structure of a closely related cadherin. The results revealed a highly packed organization of the cadherins in a quasi-periodical arrangement with alternating *cis* and *trans* interactions, which allowed the proposal of a detailed model for desmosome formation and maturation [@bib100].Fig. 8Cryo-ET of desmosomes in vitreous sections of human epidermis. (A and B) Two tomographic slices (2.4 nm thick and 14 nm apart) of a desmosome. EC and IC denote extracellular and intracellular space, respectively. (A) The desmosomal bridging densities are outlined in blue; the cell membranes in pink. The inset in (B) shows (outlined) one of the typical W-shaped connecting densities detected in the tomograms. (C) Isosurface visualization of an average from subtomograms of extracellular desmosomal fragments. X-ray structures of C-cadherin have been fitted into the density map. Adapted from [@bib100], with permission.

5. Outlook and conclusions
==========================

Electron tomography has come of age over the past fifteen years and it is starting to make a significant contribution in many areas of cell and structural biology. The published ET data shows by itself how imaging in 3D with nm-resolution can substantially refine -- and, often, change -- our understanding of structure--function relationship in a variety of biological structures. Today, though still in development, TEM tomography has become a commercially available add-on to most types of electron microscopes. The high pace at which novel ET results are reported in the literature is thus only expected to quicken in the forthcoming years.

Several open fronts are the focus of current developments in ET. Two major goals are attaining larger amounts of data and better resolution. The first is a necessity for those approaches that pursue large-scale ET (e.g. serial-section ET), but also a general requirement to sustain observations on statistical grounds. Advances in large-scale automation as well as in tools for the processing, analysis, and storage of large amounts of data (e.g. [@bib68], [@bib101], [@bib102], [@bib103]) are essential for the expansion of ET. One of the current 'bottlenecks' in ET is the availability of faster detectors that provide a better signal, the latter being essential to increase the resolution of cryotomograms. The new generation of detectors promises significant progress in this respect [@bib104], [@bib105]. Another effective way of improving resolution is by classification and averaging. Both are the basis of single-particle approaches but their implementation in ET faces specific problems due to anisotropic resolution of the reconstructions. Subtomograms are prone to be aligned and classified according to the position of the 'missing wedge' instead of attending to intrinsic differences in orientation and structure. Recent developments that take into account the missing information make it foreseeable an extension of averaging applications in ET [@bib106], [@bib107], [@bib108].

With better resolution as a reasonable prospect, the integration of ET data with single-particle EM or crystallographic structures will be more common. This direction will stimulate the field often referred as visual proteomics [@bib109]: the use of pattern recognition algorithms (template matching [@bib110]) that localize specific macromolecular structures could allow, at least for large or distinctly shaped structures, to directly analyze them in their cellular context. Template matching could also have an influence in another open issue in ET: the need for more objective segmentation tools. The captivating graphic models that present tomographic results are generated most of the times with semi-automatic tools or even manually. The implicit subjectivity of these approaches is widely acknowledged in the field and makes further developments necessary. Template matching of specific structures, together with novel segmentation techniques, can provide ways to increase the reproducibility and reliability of these models [@bib111].

Another direction of the field is towards the incorporation of novel labeling techniques of specific macromolecules in the tomograms. Template matching could help in some instances in this respect but more general approaches are clearly required. Conventional labeling for electron microscopy is based on gold beads coupled to an antibody (immunogold labeling), and is restricted to the surface of embedded sections. Exciting new developments towards alternative methods are based on the use of quantum dots [@bib112], fluorophores that can induce osmium deposition [@bib113], [@bib114], and clonable protein tags that bind heavy metals [@bib115]. The availability of labels that can be observed with both light and electron microscopy has stimulated new efforts towards correlative light--electron microscopy (see Brown et al. in this issue). Considerable progress has been made in this direction and even a single instrument combining both types of microscopes in one has been implemented [@bib116]. Correlative light--electron microscopy methods are essential to narrow the gap in resolution and information provided by the two techniques. Additionally, the combination of the temporal resolution of light microscopy with the spatial resolution of electron microscopy makes correlative strategies a powerful approach for the study of dynamic events.

Finally, we would like to draw attention to stimulating developments in alternative techniques for 3D visualization, aimed at exploring larger biological volumes. The TEM--ET methods covered in this review always face the limiting factor of the thickness suitable for TEM imaging. The reconstruction of a whole average eukaryotic cell requires a large number of serial sections and is still a titanic task. Therefore, those techniques that can image larger volumes at once are of special interest. Some of them make use of other imaging modes that are available in many transmission electron microscopes. These include different varieties of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) (i.e. bright-field STEM, dark-field STEM of high angle annular dark-field STEM) [@bib117], [@bib118], [@bib119], or most-probable loss imaging [@bib120]. Other techniques aim at even larger structures and use different instrumentation. One of them is soft-X-ray tomography, which allows to survey depths up to ∼10 μm and can thus be used to reconstruct entire cells [@bib121]. Recent applications of this technique to frozen hydrated sample have reached resolutions in the 50 nm range [@bib122], [@bib123], [@bib124]. Another promising methodology is serial-section scanning electron microscopy. Here, successive layers are removed from a block of material, either with a built-in ultramicrotome or with a focused-ion beam, and the fresh block-face is sequentially imaged by scanning electron microscopy. In this way, volumes that reach several hundreds of μm^3^ have been recently mapped [@bib125].

The intermediate position of electron tomography between these imaging techniques and higher resolution structural methods makes it a technique with a natural call to build bridges. The current developments in ET and the emergence of novel 3D techniques that expand ET size boundaries make us anticipate an exciting period for structural and cell biologists. It will become increasingly common to address specific biological questions with combined approaches that span different resolution and scale levels. Such integrated strategies will require proper linking of information, a task in which ET is bound to play a central role, and will give a new direction to the way we explore and understand the cellular world.
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